
Regional Municipality of Waterloo 

Planning and Works Committee 

Minutes 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 

9:40 a.m. 

Regional Council Chamber 

150 Frederick Street, Kitchener, Ontario 

Present were: Chair T. Galloway, L. Armstrong, E. Clarke, S. Foxton, D. Jaworsky, H. 
Jowett, K. Kiefer, G. Lorentz, J. Mitchell, J. Nowak, K. Redman, K. Seiling, S. Shantz, S. 
Strickland and B. Vrbanovic* 

Members absent: D. Craig 

Declarations of Pecuniary Interest Under The Municipal Conflict of Interest Act 

None declared. 

Delegations 

a) Mayor Comiskey, Town of Ingersoll re: Campaign to Give Ontario Municipalities
The Right to Approve Landfill Developments in Their Communities

Mayor Comiskey appeared before the Committee and stressed the importance of 
municipalities having the right to decide if landfills should be developed in their 
areas and provided a petition for the Committee to sign.  A copy of the presentation 
is appended to the original minutes.  

Mayor Comiskey responded to the Committee’s questions in regards to jurisdiction and 
having input on neighbouring Townships/Counties.  It was noted that the preference 
would be to have the petition signed prior to the June 7th Provincial Election.  

Chair T. Galloway stated the petition will be referred to staff and be brought back to 
Regional Council next week.  
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b) Craig Robson re: PDL-ECD-18-04/COR-TRY-18-51, Brownfields Financial
Incentives Program – Tax Increment Grant Application – 1 Adam Street (Victoria
Common), City of Kitchener

Craig Robson appeared before the Committee in support of the report and to thank staff 
for their cooperation and effort during the process.  

The Committee thanked staff for their work and the importance of the project to the 
community.  

Moved by B. Vrbanovic 

Seconded by G. Lorentz 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo take the following actions regarding the 
property municipally known as 1 Adam Street in the City of Kitchener, as described in 
Report PDL-ECD-18-04/COR-TRY-18-51, dated May 29, 2018: 

a) Approve a joint Tax Increment Grant with the Regional amount not to exceed
$3,182,877 net of any other future brownfield assistance, to be financed from
the incremental tax revenue for the property following remediation, phased
redevelopment and reassessment;

b) Provide the Tax Increment Grant subject to the phased redevelopment of the
property; and

c) Authorize the Region’s Commissioner of Planning, Development and
Legislative Services and Commissioner, Corporate Services / Chief Financial
Officer to execute any associated agreements with the registered owner of 1
Adam Street and the City of Kitchener, with the form and content of such
agreement(s) to be satisfactory to both the Regional and City of Kitchener
Solicitors.

Carried 

c) TES-TRP-18-09, Moving Forward (Transportation Master Plan Update) –
Recommended Plan (Presentation)

Geoffrey Keyworth, Acting Manager, Strategic Transportation Planning provided an 
update on the master plan, highlighted time frames, vision and goals, recommended 
scenarios, barriers, roads program and transit program.  A copy of the presentation 
is appended to the original minutes.  

i. Emily Slofstra, CycleWR
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Emily Slofstra appeared before Committee as chair of CycleWR and provided 
background of CycleWR and stated that the goal is to see better infrastructure for 
everyone.  She noted that vulnerable transportation should be a high priority, 
highlighted the pros and cons of the plan and requested to see the data scores for the 
recommended blend of scenario one and two.  

In response to a Committee member’s comments the delegation noted that more could 
be done for active transportation and noted that there hasn’t been enough accountability 
from the last plan and agreed that society changes would be missed by having such a 
long term of length for the plan.   

ii. Art Sinclair, Greater Kitchener-Waterloo Chamber of Commerce

Art Sinclair appeared before the Committee to highlight freight transportation noting the 
challenges and future policy options.  A copy of the presentation is appended to the 
original minutes.  

iii. Levi Oke

Did not appear before the Committee. 

G. Keyworth clarified that accessible transportation is built into the vision of the plan and 
explained that certain wording was avoided as the plan does not include slogans or 
jargon.  It was noted that presentations from the area municipalities are being recorded 
and in response to a Committee member’s request it was agreed that once all the 
presentations were completed the minutes would be appended to the report.   

Thomas Schmidt, Commissioner, Transportation and Environmental Services explained 
that one of the purposes for Regional roads is the movement of goods and flow of 
traffic; he noted that active transportation is not always feasible but is always 
considered.   

The Committee members noted that the language was more passive and in effect 
expressed concerns for missed opportunities.  It was suggested that staff work on the 
language of the report to be more progressive in regards to advancing technology and 
including common terminology.  Suggestions were made to include alignment with the 
strategic plan, adding actions to the items and putting cycling/pedestrians as a priority 
on all regional roads.   

The Committee deferred the report to the next Committee cycle. 

Moved by B. Vrbanovic 

Seconded by K. Redman 
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That Regional staff be directed to make suggested changes in wording, include 
municipal input and bring TES-TRP-18-09, Moving Forward (Transportation Master Plan 
Update) – Recommended Plan forward to the next Committee cycle on June 19, 2018.  

Carried 

d) TES-DCS-18-11, Schedule ‘C’ Class Environmental Assessment Study – East
Boundary Road Corridor Study, City of Cambridge and Township of North
Dumfries (presentation)

i) Fred Taylor

Fred Taylor presented the Committee with options for Townline Road, Cambridge, that 
were not included in the Environmental Assessment Study and expressed desire for 
more stakeholder involvement in the process and written responses from staff.  A 
copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.  

ii) Roger Will

Roger Will appeared before the Committee as a resident on Townline Road in the 
Township of Puslinch and noted concerns with the proposed plan including water and 
rights to access his property and noted the importance of the Township being involved 
with the process.  

Moved by K. Seiling 

Seconded by S. Foxton 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo take the following actions with respect to the 
Class Environmental Assessment for the East Boundary Road Corridor Study, in the 
City of Cambridge and Township of North Dumfries: 

a) Approve the Recommended Design Alternative for the proposed construction of
an East Boundary Road from Dundas Street South (Highway 8) to Avenue
Road/Gore Road as described in Report TES-DCS-18-11, dated May 29, 2018;
and

b) Direct staff to file the Notice of Completion with the Ministry of Environment and
climate Change (MOECC) for this Class Environmental Assessment study and
place the Environmental Study Report on the public record for a review period of
30 days.

Carried  

The Committee recessed at 12:01 p.m. and reconvened at 12:07 p.m. 
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*B. Vrbanovic left the meeting at 12:07 p.m.

e) PDL-CPL-18-26, Climate Action Waterloo Region - Long-term Community
Emission Reduction Target

i. Tova Davidson, Sustainable Waterloo Region

The Presentation was deferred to a future Committee meeting date. 

ii. Tova Davidson, Chair Reep Green Solutions and Sustainable Waterloo
Region

Tova Davidson presented before the Committee highlighting the recommended long 
term target, background, community poll, alignment, community benefits, next steps 
and noted the areas the reduction can come from. A copy of the presentation is 
appended to the original minutes.  

The Committee members addressed the need to change the mindset of individuals, the 
work involved and the importance of setting milestones.  

iii. Janek Jagiellowicz, Reep Green Solutions

Did not appear before the Committee. 

iv. Shannon Purves-Smith

Shannon Purves-Smith appeared before the Committee in support of the project and 
congratulated staff for the progress being made.  She presented solutions in the areas 
of education and natural remediation through carbon sequestration.  A copy of her 
notes is appended to the original minutes.  

v. Kevin Fergin, Stantec,

Kevin Fergin appeared before the Committee as a board member of Sustainable 
Waterloo Region and highlighted public acceptance being the key to reaching the 
target.  

vi. Adam Kasper and Students, IMPACT, Eastwood Collegiate

Did not appear before the Committee. 

vii. Paul Rak

Did not appear before the Committee. 

viii. Shalini Kathirgamanathan, iMatter Waterloo (presentation)
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 Shalini Kathirgamanathan provided a presentation to the Committee to highlight the 
need to include youth and explained the Climate Action report card noting the 
grading was done prior to the staff report.  A copy of the presentation and report card 
is appended to the original minutes.  

The Committee highlighted efforts the Region has made toward student involvement 
and discussed ways to improve, encouraging students to get involved.    

ix. Martina Steiger, Rockway Mennonite Church

Did not appear before the Committee. 

x. Scott Morton

Scott Morton presented before the Committee noting the alternatives to using fossil 
fuels, the opportunity the Region has to lead and how to do so environmentally 
and economically.  A copy of the presentation is appended to the original minutes.  

David Roewade, Environmental Sustainability Planner, stated that a review takes place 
every five years in order to best capture the trends.  It was suggested to add the review, 
of every five years, to the recommendation as item c).  

Moved by K. Redman 

Seconded by E. Clarke 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo: 

a) Endorse a region-wide community greenhouse gas emission reduction target of
80% below 2010 levels by 2050, to align with international, federal and provincial
reduction targets as recently approved by the Cities of Cambridge, Kitchener and
Waterloo; and,

b) Direct staff to continue to collaborate with community partners to develop
incremental action plans and implement specific local actions in support of
reaching the long-term target.

c) Direct staff to review every five years.

Carried, as amended

f) PDL-CPL-18-27, Proposed Amendment to the Regional Official Plan to
Rationalize the Boundaries of the Countryside Line, and the Baden and New
Hamburg Township Urban Areas, Township of Wilmot
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i. Douglas W. Stewart, IBI Group on behalf of NH Properties  

Douglas W. Stewart appeared before Committee in support of the staff recommendation 
and noted that staff should be commended for how fast they have implemented the 
Regional Official Plan.   

Moved by L. Armstrong 
 
Seconded by J. Nowak  
 
That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo approve the following with respect to the 
proposed amendment to the Regional Official Plan: 

a) Adopt the proposed amendment to the Regional Official Plan as set out in 
Attachment ‘B’ to Report PDL-CPL-18-27, dated May 29, 2018 to: 

i. Revise Map 7 (The Countryside) to define the boundaries of the Countryside 
Line applicable to the Baden and New Hamburg Township Urban Areas; 

ii. Revise Map 7 (The Countryside) to redesignate the lands being rationalized 
from the Baden and New Hamburg Township Urban Areas as ‘Prime 
Agricultural Area’; and 

iii. Revise Map 3c (Township of Wilmot – Township Urban Areas) to define the 
boundaries of the Baden and New Hamburg Township Urban Areas. 

b) Direct Regional staff to prepare the implementing by-law for the proposed 
amendment to the Regional Official Plan as set out in Attachment ‘B’ to Report 
PDL-CPL-18-27, dated May 29, 2018 for consideration by Regional Council. 

Carried 

Request to Remove Items from Consent Agenda 

No items removed.  

Motion to Approve Items or Receive for Information 

Moved by K. Seiling 

Seconded by D. Jaworsky 

That the following items be approved: 

• That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo direct and authorize the Regional 
Solicitor to take the following actions with respect to the expropriation of lands for the 
proposed Phase 1 construction of the extension of Regional Road 56, River Road, 
from Manitou Drive to Hidden Valley Road/Wabanaki Drive in the City of Kitchener in 
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the Regional Municipality of Waterloo as detailed in report PDL-LEG-18-38 dated 
May 29th, 2018: 

1. Complete application(s) to the Council of The Regional Municipality of Waterloo, 
as may be required from time to time, for approval to expropriate land, which is 
required for the proposed Phase 1 construction of the extension of Regional 
Road 56, River Road, from Manitou Drive to Hidden Valley Road/Wabanaki 
Drive,  and described as follows: 

 

Fee Simple Partial Taking: 
 

i. Part of Lot 1 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1523, being Parts 7 to10 on 
Reference Plan 58R-19749 (Part of PIN 22731-0373 (LT)) (Hidden Valley 
Road, City of Kitchener); 

ii. Part of Lot 6 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524, being Part 1 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20041 (Part of PIN 22731-0057 (LT)) (1 Chandaria Place, City 
of Kitchener); 

iii. Part of Lot 6 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524, being Parts 2-5 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20041 (Part of Pin 22731-0058 (LT)) (1 Chandaria 
Place, City of Kitchener); 

iv. Part of Lot 9 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524, being Part 13 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20041 (Part of Pin 22731-0060 (LT)) (190 Goodrich Drive, City 
of Kitchener); 

v. Part of Lot 3 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1523 being Parts 20 and 21 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20041 (Part of PIN 22731-0370 (LT)) (Hidden Valley 
Road, City of Kitchener); 

vi. Part of Lot 1 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1523 being Parts 22 and 23 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20041 (Part of PIN 22731-0373 (LT)) (Hidden Valley 
Road, City of Kitchener); 

vii. Part of Lot 23 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Parts 1-4 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0031 (LT)) (85 Webster 
Road, City of Kitchener); 

viii. Part of Lot 23 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Part 6 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20049 (Part of PIN 22594-0039 (LT)) (Wilson Avenue, City of 
Kitchener); 

ix. Part of Lot 23 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Parts 8-10 and 14 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0030 (LT)) (55 Webster 
Road, City of Kitchener); 

x. Part of Lot 24 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Parts 17 and 19 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0029 (LT)) (731 Wilson 
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Avenue, City of Kitchener); 
xi. Part of Lot 26 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Parts 21, 23 and 24 

on Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0026 (LT)) (771 Wilson 
Avenue, City of Kitchener); 

xii. Part of Lot 7 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524 being Parts 26 -28 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22731-0869 (LT)) (698 Wilson 
Avenue, City of Kitchener); 

xiii. Part of Lot 8 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524 being Parts 30 -32 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22731-0054 (LT)) (10 Goodrich 
Drive, City of Kitchener); 

xiv. Part of Lot 6 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524 being Part 34 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22731-0057 (LT)) (1 Chandaria place, City of 
Kitchener); 

xv. Part of Lot 10 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524 being Parts 35 and 36 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22731-0860 (LT)) (25 Goodrich 
Drive, City of Kitchener); 

xvi. Part of Lot 41 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Parts 8-12 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20125 (Part of PIN 22594-0082 (LT)) (50 Manitou 
Drive, City of Kitchener);  
 

 
Temporary Easement – Grading:   

The right and easement, being a temporary easement in gross, for the free and 
unobstructed, right, interest and easement terminating on the 31st day of 
December, 2023, for itself, its successors and assigns, and anyone authorized by 
it, on, over, under and through the following properties for the purposes of 
excavation, construction, installation, replacement, alteration, grading, and 
landscaping  as required in connection with the proposed Phase 1 construction of 
the extension of Regional Road 56, River Road, from Manitou Drive to Hidden 
Valley Road/Wabanaki Drive, and all related improvements, and works ancillary 
thereto and for such purposes, the free, unimpeded and unobstructed access to 
the lands at all times by employees, agents, contractors, workers and anyone 
authorized by it, and vehicles, supplies and equipment at all times and for all 
purposes and things necessary for or incidental to the exercise and enjoyment of 
the right and easement: 

xvii. Part of Lot 6 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524, being Parts 6 and 7 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20041 (Part of PIN 22731-0058 (LT)) (1 Chandaria 
Place, City of Kitchener); 

xviii. Part of Lot 9 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524, being Part 12 on Reference 
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Plan 58R-20041 (Part of Pin 22731-0060 (LT)) (190 Goodrich Drive, City 
of Kitchener); 

xix. Part of Lot 23 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Part 5 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0031 (LT)) (Hidden Valley Drive, City 
of Kitchener); 

xx. Part of Lot 23 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Part 7 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0039 (LT)) (Wilson Avenue, City of 
Kitchener); 

xxi. Part of Lot 23 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Parts 11-13 and 15 
on Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0030 (LT)) (55 Webster 
Road, City of Kitchener); 

xxii. Part of Lot 24 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Part 18 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0029 (LT)) (731 Wilson Avenue, City 
of Kitchener); 

xxiii. Part of Lot 26 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Part 22 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22594-0026 (LT)) (771 Wilson Avenue, City 
of Kitchener); 

xxiv. Part of Lot 8 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524 being Parts 29 and 33 on 
Reference Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22731-0054 (LT)) (10 Goodrich 
Drive, City of Kitchener); 

xxv. Part of Lot 10 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1524 being Part 37 on Reference 
Plan 58R-20124 (Part of PIN 22731-0860 (LT)) (25 Goodrich Drive, City of 
Kitchener); 

Part of Lot 41 Registrar’s Compiled Plan 1525 being Part 13 on Reference Plan 
58R-20125 (Part of PIN 22594-0082 (LT)) (50 Manitou Drive, City of Kitchener). 

• That Council of The Regional Municipality of Waterloo approve the expropriation 
of lands for the purpose of the reconstruction of King Street East (Regional Road 
No.8) – King Street Improvement Project (Project 5384) in the City of Cambridge 
in the Regional Municipality of Waterloo as detailed in report PDL-LEG-18-39 
dated May 29, 2018, described as follows:   
 
Fee Simple Partial Taking: 
 

xxvi. Part of Lots 96, 97 and 98 on Registered Plan 716, being Parts 8, 
9, 10 &11 on 58R-18877 (Part of PINs  03785-0043 (LT) and 
03785-0042(LT)) (986 King Street E, City of Cambridge); 

xxvii. Part of Lots 13 and 14 Registered Plan 271, being Part 2 on 58R-
18841 (Part of PIN 03787-0243 (LT)) (1461 King Street East, City 
of Cambridge); 

xxviii. Part of Lots 70, 71 & 72, Registered Plan 531, being Part 2 on 58R-
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18845 (Part of PIN 03786-0025 (LT)) (1460 King Street East, City 
of Cambridge); 

xxix. Part of Lot 2 North side of King Street, East side of Cedar Street, 
Registered Plan 521and Parts of Lots 10,11 and 12 on Registered 
Plan 271, being Part 1 on 58R-18841, (Part of PIN 03787-0777 
(LT)) (1413-1453 King Street East, City of Cambridge); 

xxx. Part of Lot 69 Registered Plan 531, being  Part 1 on 58R-18845 
(Part of PIN 03786-0024 (LT)) (1434 King Street East, City of 
Cambridge); 

xxxi. Part of Lot 6, Plan 147, being Parts 4 and 5 on 58R-18839  (Part of 
PIN 22649-0071 (LT)) (1035-1037 King Street East, City of 
Cambridge); 

xxxii. Part of Lot 6 Plan 36, being Part 2 on 58R-18839 (s/t easement 
#413955) (Part of PIN 03785-0022 (LT)) (995-1005 King Street 
East, City of Cambridge); 

xxxiii. Part of Lots 100 and 101 Plan 716, being  Part 12 on 58R-18877 
(Part of PIN 03785-0042 (LT)) (1030 King Street East, City of 
Cambridge); 

And that staff be instructed to register a Plan of Expropriation for the property 
within three months of the granting of the approval to expropriate the property, as 
required by the Expropriations Act; 

And that the registered owners be served with a Notice of Expropriation and a 
Notice of Possession for the property after the registration of the Plan of 
Expropriation and the Regional Solicitor is authorized to take any and all actions 
required to enforce such Notices including but not limited to any application 
pursuant to Section 40 of the Expropriations Act; 

And that the Regional Solicitor is authorized to enter into an agreement with the 
registered owners, or to make an application under Section 39 of the 
Expropriations Act, to adjust the date for possession specified in the Notice of 
Possession as may be required; 

And that all above-referenced fee simple partial takings situated adjacent to an 
existing Regional public highway be acquired for road widening purposes and  
therefore be deemed to form part of the adjacent public highway in accordance 
with subsection 31(6) of the Municipal Act, 2001;    

And that if no agreement as to compensation is made with an owner, the 
statutory Offer of Compensation and payment be served upon the registered 
owners of the property in the amount of the market value of the interests in the 
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land as estimated by the Region’s appraiser in accordance with the 
Expropriations Act; 

And that the Regional Solicitor be authorized to execute any Indemnity 
agreement or other document related to payment of the statutory Offer of 
Compensation; 

And further that the Regional Solicitor be authorized to discontinue expropriation 
proceedings or any part thereof, in respect of the above described lands, or any 
part thereof, upon the registration on title of the required documentation to 
complete the transaction or if determined by the Commissioner of Transportation 
and Environmental Services that such lands, or any part or interest thereof, are 
not required for the subject Project. 

• That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo: 
 

a) Declares an easement interest in the lands described as Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 12 and 13 on a draft reference plan attached as Appendix “A” to 
Report PDL-LEG-18-34, in favour of Energy+, for additional hydro 
infrastructure and equipment, and a temporary  easement interest in the lands 
described as Parts 10 & 11 on a draft reference plan attached as Appendix 
“A” to report PDL-LEG-18-34, in favour of the City of Cambridge, for a 
temporary sanitary forcemain , over part of Part Lot 20-21 Concession 
Beasley’s Broken Front, Township of Waterloo, being Part of PIN 22740-0133 
(LT) and Part of PIN 22740-0131 (LT), in the City of Cambridge, forming part 
of lands municipally known as 100 Maple Grove Road, to be used in 
connection with the development of abutting lands, surplus to the needs of 
the Region, pursuant to the Region’s property disposition by-law and to the 
satisfaction of the Regional Solicitor; and 
 

b) Authorize the Regional Solicitor to approve and execute all required 
documentation to complete the transfer of these surplus easement interests. 
 

• That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo amend Traffic and Parking By-law 16-
023, as amended, upon completion of construction to: 

a) Add to Schedule 15, Eastbound Left Turn Lane Designation on Erb Street 
(Regional Road 9) at Father David Bauer Drive; 

b) Add to Schedule 15, Westbound Left Turn Lane Designation on Erb Street 
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(Regional Road 9) at Father David Bauer Drive; 

c) Add to Schedule 22, Reserved Cycling Lanes on the north side of Erb 
Street (Regional Road 9) from 70 metres west of Caroline Street to Menno 
Street; and 
 

d) Add to Schedule 22, Reserved Cycling Lanes on the south side of Erb 
Street (Regional Road 9) from 30 metres west of Caroline Street to Menno 
Street in the City of Waterloo 

 

• That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo enter into a Consulting Services 
Agreement with Associated Engineering Ltd. to provide engineering consulting 
services for preliminary design, detailed design, contract administration and 
construction inspection services for improvements to University Avenue from 
Lincoln Road to Bridge Street in the City of Waterloo at an upset fee limit of 
$399,806.00 plus applicable taxes for the preliminary design and detailed design 
phases, with contract administration and construction inspection services to be 
paid on a time basis, as described in report TES-DCS-18-09, dated May 29, 
2018. 
 

• That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo enter into an Agreement for 
Professional Consulting Services with GM BluePlan Engineering Limited, for the 
detailed design and services during construction for the new Water Transmission 
Main from St. Jacobs to Conestogo Plains, Pumping Station Upgrades and 
Regional Road 17 Rural Resurfacing, Township of Woolwich, in the amount of 
$657,362 plus all applicable taxes. 

 
And that the following items be received for information: 

• TES-TRS-18-16, Electronic Fare Management System Project Update 
 

• TES-TRS-18-15/COR-FFM-18-09, GRT Northfield Facility Project Update 

Carried 
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Regular Agenda Resumes 

Reports – Transportation and Environmental Services 

a) TES-TRP-18-05, GO Train Feasibility Study –  Transfer Payment Agreement with 
Ministry of Transportation 
 

Moved by H. Jowett 

Seconded by S. Strickland 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo enter into a transfer payment agreement with 
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Ontario by its Minister of Transportation to provide for 
funding for Phase 1 of the GO Train Feasibility Study, with the Chair and Clerk having 
all necessary authority to execute the agreement and all ancillary documents, as a next 
step to the provincial approval in principle letter of March 27, 2018 from the Deputy 
Minister of Transportation, subject to the form and content of the agreement being 
satisfactory to the Chief Financial Officer and the Regional Solicitor, as described in 
Report TES-TRP-18-05, dated May 29, 2018. 

 Carried 

b) TES-TRS-18-12, Grand River Transit Proposed 2018 Transit Network 

Moved by K. Seiling 

Seconded by K. Redman 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo approve the following transit service 
improvements be implemented effective Monday, September 3, 2018, as described in 
Report No. TES-TRS-18-12, dated May 29, 2018: 

1. Routes 10 PIONEER and 110 COLLEGE EXPRESS – would have an increased 
frequency of service to 15 minutes from 30 minutes during the peak and midday 
Monday to Friday year-round, except during the Christmas schedule. Currently, 
15 minute service is only provided during weekday peak periods in the Fall and 
Winter schedule periods; Route 10 would be revised to operate as two branches 
with the current service along Mill Park operating on a 30 minute frequency and 
the second branch 10A travelling along Old Carriage Drive and Homer Watson 
Boulevard every 30 minutes for a combined 15 minute frequency on the common 
portion; Route 10 Sunday evening service would increase to a 30 minute 
frequency from the current 60 minute frequency.  
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2. Route 16 STRASBURG – would be extended into the evening with service until 
11:30 p.m. Monday to Friday year round. 

3. Route 26 TRILLIUM – would provide a new peak-only industrial route dedicated 
to the Huron Business Park. It would connect at the Forest Glen Plaza transit 
terminal on an interim basis and be extended to the Block Line ION station once 
ION service begins. 

4. Route 33 HURON – would be extended to the growing residential area west of 
Fischer-Hallman and Huron Road, travelling  between the Sunrise Centre and 
the Block Line ION station via the  Forest Glen transit terminal; hours of service 
would be increased from peak periods only to approximately 5:45 am to 11:30 
p.m. during weekdays. 

5. Route 73 NORTHLAKE – would be adjusted to extend the one-way loop to 
Rideau River Street and connect to the Northfield ION station via Randall 
Drive/Kumpf Drive 

6. Route 76 DOON SOUTH – would be extended to South Creek Drive and 
Thomas Slee Drive via Robert Ferrie Drive 

7. Route 78 HANSON - would be discontinued and replaced by an extended Route 
33 and the route resources would be redeployed to the Route 76. 

Carried 

c) TES-TRS-18-13, Grand River Transit Alternative Service Delivery Pilot 

*B. Vrbanovic returned at 1:09 p.m. 

S. Shantz stated that the Township of Woolwich is in discussion with Kiwanis Transit in 
regards to alternative transportation options. Regional staff will be bringing a report back 
to Regional Council in the future.  

Moved by D. Jaworksy 

Seconded by K. Redman 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo approve the following alternative transit 
service delivery pilot programs to be implemented effective Tuesday, September 4, 
2018, as described in Report No. TES-TRS-18-13, dated May 29, 2018: 

1. Northwest Waterloo – using a Ridesharing model; 

2. Central Hespeler – using a Subsidized taxi model; and 
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3. Trinity Village/Freeport – using a Community Bus model

Carried 

d) TES-WAS-18-12, Water Quantity Amendments to Grand River Source Protection
Plan

Moved by B. Vrbanovic 

Seconded by S. Strickland 

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo receive the water quantity assessment 
information and updated well head protection areas for inclusion in an amended Grand 
River Source Protection Plan as summarized in TES-WAS-18-12. 

And that the Regional Council direct staff to work with the staff at the Grand River 
Conservation Authority (GRCA) to develop water quantity policies for Waterloo Region 
as described in Report TES-WAS-18-12. 

Carried 

Information/Correspondence 

a) Ben Roth, Memo re: Proposed Regional Official Plan Amendment – Township of
Wilmot Rationalization Exercise – William Roth Estate Lands was received for
information.

b) Edyta Campesi, Cora Group Inc. re: Climate Action WR Long Term Target was
received for information.

c) Laura Hamilton, Diversity Waterloo re: PDL-CPL-18-26, Climate Action Waterloo
Region – Long-term Community Emission Reduction Target was received for
information.

d) Council Enquiries and Request for Information – No Items Pending

Other Business 

Chair T. Galloway noted that an ION Vehicle and Testing Update Memo has been 
released.  T. Schmidt provided clarification on the time frame of rail car progress and 
noted that going forward staff will be providing monthly updates.   

G. Lorentz requested a brief update regarding grass cutting on Regional right of ways. 
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Next Meeting – June 19, 2018 

Adjourn 

Moved by L. Armstrong 

Seconded by K. Kiefer 

That the meeting adjourn at 1:24 p.m. 

 Carried 

 

Committee Chair, T. Galloway 

 

Committee Clerk, J. Rudy 
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GTA Garbage:
Coming soon to a   

site near you!

“Businesses, such as factories, 
restaurants, shopping malls, 
and property developers, and 
schools, hospitals and 
universities, are generating far 
more waste than they should.” 
 
“They only recycle 15 per cent 
of their waste and send 6.7 
million tonnes to landfill sites 
each year.” 

Diane Saxe 
 Ontario’s Environmental Commissioner 



6.7 Million tonnes a year 



6.7 Million tonnes a year 

Private 
Sector 

Managed 

MOECC 
Approval 
Process 

Willing 
Host Not 
Required 



Municipalities demand the right to approve any proposed landfill sites within or adjacent to their communities. 

“Municipalities demand the right to approve any 
proposed landfill sites within or adjacent to their 
communities.” 

Ontario’s Demand The 
Right Coalition 



Municipalities demand the right to approve any proposed landfill sites within or adjacent to their communities. 

Municipalities have local approval over 
development, casinos, wind farms, and even 
nuclear waste disposal sites.  

Respect for municipal 
rights and authority 

We almost got there 
will Bill 139 



Today 
over    40 
municipalities 
have passed 
motions to 
Demand The 
Right. 



Please Join Us! 
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Regional Transportation 
Master Plan Update 

Presentation to 
Regional Planning and Works Committee 

May 29, 2018 
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- 2 - Update of Transportation Master Plan 
• Considers high-level transportation needs 

to 2041, and coordinated with Moving 
Cambridge 

• Region is growing, but not as fast as 
Places to Grow 

• Global changes could affect 
transportation 

• Common messages from public 
consultation: 

• Well-integrated network 
• Provide sustainable, healthy choices 
• Support the economy 
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- 3 - Vision and Goals 
"Waterloo Region will be a prosperous, sustainable 
and healthy community, with viable transportation 
choices for people of all ages and abilities, and for 
the goods supporting our economy." 
 
1. Optimize the transportation system 
2. Promote transportation choice 
3. Foster a strong economy 
4. Support sustainable development 
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- 4 - Scenarios 
1. Continue and Extend the 

2010 RTMP 
2. Invest More Heavily in 

Transit and Active 
Transportation 

3. Invest in a "New 
Mobility" Future with 
Advanced 
Transportation 
Technologies 
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- 5 - Barriers to Sustainable Transportation 

• It takes too long to get between destinations 
• Safety concerns 
• Does not meet my schedule needs/Requires too many connections 
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- 6 - Recommendations 
Active Transportation 
• Update and incorporate the ATMP 
• Enhance separation from motor vehicles 
• Enable children to travel by themselves to school 

 
Public Transit 
"Developing a frequent transit network" 
• Build on approved GRT Business Plan 
• Identify future rapid transit corridors 
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- 7 - Recommendations 
Inter-regional Transportation and Goods Movement 
• Enhance inter-regional connections and support economic 

growth 
• Support High Speed Rail, GO Rail/Bus, managed lanes on 

Provincial highways 
 
Regional Roads 
"Building a transportation network that supports all modes 
of travel" 
• Relieve traffic congestion 
• Enable development 
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- 8 - Recommendations 
New Mobility 
Likely to be a significant factor of 
daily life by 2041, if not sooner 
"Preparing the Region for New 
Mobility": 
• Integrate mobility services with 

public transit 
• Consider subsidized ride-

hailing 
• Plan for a driverless ride-hailing 

pilot program 
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- 9 - Roads Program 
• Road widenings/new 

roads 
• Some deferrals from 

2010 RTMP 
• Intersection 

improvements as needed 
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- 10 - Transit Program 
• Extend ION LRT to 

Cambridge 
• Future iXpress lines 

along 
• Study future RT lines 
• Support for HSR, GO 

Train service to 
Cambridge and to 
Regional airport 
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Thank you. 



 
 

 
 

 

 
Transportation Master 
Plan 

May 29, 2018 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiSoOr9xKjbAhUPWa0KHQAGCVUQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=http://hankstruckforum.com/htforum/index.php?topic%3D45760.0&psig=AOvVaw2aOoCyrivplDOw7KsZpyDE&ust=1527601436980618
https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjj9_SLxajbAhVB-qwKHTKpChoQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=http://hankstruckforum.com/htforum/index.php?topic%3D63541.0&psig=AOvVaw2aOoCyrivplDOw7KsZpyDE&ust=1527601436980618


Areas of TMP of Interest to Business  
• Pg 48 – Moving Forward seeks to address 

this (moving goods) by continuing to 
advocate on behalf of the Region for 
improved transportation choices to the 
Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area and by 
establishing a comprehensive goods 
movement plan.  



Movement of Goods  
• 2017/18 – Toronto Region Board of Trade 

releases 4 papers on goods movement in 
Waterloo – Toronto Corridor 

• Cost of congestion  in GTHA currently estimated 
at $6 billion annually 

• Impacts both passenger travel and business 
activity (freight) 

 
 

 
 



TRBOT- Four Challenges  
• Road Congestion – all day, all week 
• Land Use Conflicts – residential vs. “traditional” 

industrial and transportation corridors 
• Last Mile Connectivity – transportation of goods 

to final destination 
• Need for Strategic Vision – equal consideration of 

freight and passenger 
 



Policy Options for the Future  
• Maximizing the use of existing infrastructure 

through smart traffic signals and other 
technologies 

• Shifting trucks to the 407 (and other routes) 
• Stratford – difficulty getting trucks off Ontario St. 
• Border crossing infrastructure 
  



Policy Options for Future  
• Smart Cities approach 
• Ontario Maritime Strategy  
• Strategic Planning near Airports 
• Off Peak Deliveries 
• Urban Consolidation Centres – pooling 

shipments     



Summary  
• Strong support for goods movement 

plan/strategy 
• As ROW businesses seek opportunities in 

global markets moving goods to export position 
– Hamilton, Corridor airports – requires strategic 
and coordinated investments 

 



 
EAST BOUNDARY ROAD 
Fred Taylor 
May 29, 2018 



Alignment  
Options 

 
 

 



Alignment  
Options 

• Route A not 
selected 

 
• Well used road 

already (Shellard) 
 

• Lower Cost, less 
crossing 

 
• 1 km of Town 

Line Road 2 lane 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   



Alignment 
Options 

 
• Study Limit 

restrictive 
 

• Look to the 
future, 2030 >>> 
 

• Boundary/Ring 
Roads 
 

• Future 
Development 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   



Process 
• Good but 

could  be 
better 
 

• Minimal 
Stakeholder 
Interaction 

 
• Public 

Forum not 
Information 
Session 

 
• No sharing 

of or 
responses to 
comments 

Public 

Community 

 

RMOW 

GRCA 

MOECC 

MNRF 

Puslinch  

Cambridge 



Questions/Comments? 

• 519-572-5330 Telephone 

• Fred.taylor@ghd.com Email 

• 980 Avenue Road Address 



Partnership Project of  

Tania Del Matto ● Chair of Board of Directors, Reep Green Solutions 
Tova Davidson ● Executive Director, Sustainable Waterloo Region 



OUR COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

80% Greenhouse Gas reduction below 
2010 levels by 2050 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

Our community wants an ambitious target  
 
 

• Local and national public opinion data shows vast majority concerned 
about climate change 

• 1,830 people across Waterloo Region consulted 
• 85% of people chose a target of 50% or more 
• 53% chose a target of 70% or more 

 
 
 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

80% is aligned with:  
a) scientific consensus 

• UN Environment Programme: total emissions must 
reach net-zero by ~ 2050 to keep warming to 1.5C 
 

b) provincial, federal, & international targets 
• Provincial target: 80% below 1990 levels by 2050 
• Federal government examining similar reductions 
• Federal and provincial funding competitions have 

started to require aggressive reduction targets 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

Other communities are choosing 80% 

 
 
 
 

Ontario Communities with 2050 Targets 

Municipality Reduction Target 

Durham Region 80% by 2050 

Hamilton 80% by 2050 

London 80% by 2050 

Peel Region 80% by 2050 

Toronto 80% by 2050 



National and International Policy & Action Local Action & Municipal Policy 

• Market Shifts 
• Renewable energy 

• Provincial Policy 
• Ontario Building Code 

• Federal Policy  
• Fuel emission 

standards: 2025 
vehicles will emit ~half 
the GHGs as 2008 
models 

• Municipal Policy 
• ClimateActionWR 
• Local Action 

• Rapid adoption of 
EV technology 

• Community Energy 
Investment Strategy 

Recommended Long-Term Target 

Where will the 80% reduction come from? 
 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

Showing leadership on emissions is crucial for 
gaining market share in the rapidly expanding 
global tech sector 

 
 
 
 

• Global clean tech tripling to $3 billion by 2020 
 

• Renewables attract more investment than fossil fuels 
 

• Canadian market share is still shrinking 
 

• We are Canada’s Innovation Capital and can prosper 
through this sector 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

Reducing GHGs = Community Benefits 
• Strategic Economic Development decision: 

• Clean Tech cluster development 
• Local energy investment 
• Positioning as a progressive community 

 

• Enhanced quality of life: 
• Air quality/health 
• Liveable, walkable communities 
• Reduced severe weather impacts 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

2010 is our best option as a base year 
• Best regional data available 

is from 2010 
 

• Captures progress in the 
first 5 years of our current 
plan 
 

• No significant provincial 
GHG shift from 1990 to 
2010 
 

• This would be an absolute 
target 

 



Recommended Long-Term Target 

First a target → then implementation plans 
• Backcasting: 10 year plans and targets  



Recommended Long-Term Target 

Next Steps 
• Community Council approvals 
• High level target achievement plan 
• Design first 10 year plan 
• Plan development & implementation with community 

@ClimateActionWR /ClimateActionWR  

climateactionwr.ca 

mailto:elizabeth.hilgers@climateactionwr.ca
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SUPPORTING THE WATERLOO REGION TARGET OF AN 80% REDUCTION OF 

GHG EMISSIONS BY 2050 PROPOSED BY CLIMATEACTIONWR  

Region of Waterloo Council Hearing, May 29, 2018 

Delegation: Shannon Purves-Smith 

Good morning, and thank you, Regional Chair Seiling and Councillors, for this 

opportunity to speak. I would like to congratulate ClimateActionWR for their initiative, for 

their report, Our Progress, Our Path, and for their success so far in reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions. I support this project. But I would like to make some 

suggestions before you vote on it.    

I’m a retired classical music performer and instructor, as was my recently deceased 

husband, Michael. Citizens in Elmira for 41 years, we’ve spent 29 with APTEnvironment 

dealing with chemical pollution, and 9 of retirement as environmental activists in broader 

scopes. Michael had followed climate change since the 1960s and understood the 

chemical, physical, geological, and biological science of global warming. For three 

home-cooked meals a day, I got three lectures on it.           

The Challenge: 

Recently he wrote,  

“The Earth is plausibly the only place out there with life. We have nowhere else to live. 

The quiet friendliness to life of our planet over billions of years is the greatest of all 

miracles. The cycles that maintain life on Earth are so finely calibrated and stable as to 

be beyond belief, e.g., The range of temperatures that permits liquid water is about one 

quadrillionth of the total range of temperatures. Over time those cycles have been 

perturbed by: the oxygenation of the atmosphere, plate tectonic movement, ice-ages, 

massive volcanic action, asteroid collisions, and biological explosions. So far, nothing 

has moved the cycles permanently out of calibration. 

If we continue pouring carbon into the atmosphere for just a few more years, the 

biological explosion of human beings will permanently discalibrate the cycles of the 
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biosphere. The price of that is the extinction of the biosphere. Realistically, the 

overwhelmingly crucial task of our species is to restore the equilibrium of the life cycles 

of the Earth.” 

Put simply, just what I learned in Grade 3: Life depends on the balance of Nature. 

Goals: 

“More, and faster.” That’s what 17-year-old K-W environmental activist Niara van 

Gaalen said, when I asked her what she thought of ClimateAction’s goal of 80% by 

2050. I agreed. Humans procrastinate. The 5-year segments are soon accomplished; 

people leave the project and others join. Will we leave a tough job at the end for those 

remaining if we don’t all unite to suppress global warming right away? And what if the 

ultimate catastrophe predates the desired target? I want to leave this restored Paradise 

on Earth knowing it will be here as long as its creator, call it God, or Nature, intended it 

to be. Meanwhile, the Mercator Carbon Clock says we will reach a 1.5 degree medium 

increase in average global temperature in August of this year and, like the Guardian 

Global Carbon Project, predicts 2 degrees in 18 years. That is 2035, not 2050. 

Senior scientist at the Carnegie Institution Ken Caldeira calculated that the world would 

need to add about a nuclear power plant’s worth of clean-energy capacity every day 

between 2000 and 2050 to avoid catastrophic climate change. He said, “Instead of the 

roughly 1,100 megawatts of carbon-free energy per day likely needed to prevent 

temperatures from rising more than 2 degrees Centigrade, we are adding around 151 

megawatts. That’s only enough to power roughly 125,000 homes. At that rate, 

substantially transforming the energy system would take, not the next three decades, 

but nearly the next four centuries. . . . [T]he world has barely even begun to confront the 

problem.”                 

 I would like our goal numbers to be more flexible. While keeping the same figures on 

paper, I want us to aim for 100%, tomorrow, and if we try, and of course don’t succeed, 

then 100% the next day, and so on. The Community Energy Investment Strategy has 

sound ideas, but as Michael used to say, “Our worst enemy is Time.” We need to push 

ourselves, and to spread the word for a global commitment.  
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Solutions 

In addition to all the outstanding means of improvement found in the ClimateAction 

brochure, I recommend these two undertakings: education, and natural remediation 

through carbon sequestration.           

Education: Young people are already spouting the terminology of climate change with 

proficiency. But many older people are not learning about its causes and solutions, 

either because they don’t accept their burden of guilt or want to change their destructive 

practices, or they fear economic loss or are afraid of the whole awful thing and don’t 

want to face up to it. We all fear it. As the French say, “Après moi, le déluge,” (After me, 

the flood), just hoping it follows our own conventional, expected, unexpected deaths. 

Such apathy is another enemy. As in World War II, everyone needs to be mobilized – 

this time, the entire population of the Earth – in a common effort to reverse climate 

change.          

People need more education on global warming. In our own area, Sandra Bray has 

attended Climate Reality Leadership Corps Training with former US Vice President Al 

Gore, and can now conduct a comprehensible, optimistic presentation to the public that 

informs, enthuses, and fosters in its audience the spirit of engagement. It’s as simple as 

“This is how bad this particular problem is, and this is how we can fix it,” until the 

solutions add up to a restored planet. Sustainability seems possible. Hope replaces 

fear.        

A great tool for spreading the word about reducing emissions is Drawdown, the book 

from California researchers and writers that claims, with scientific data and easily 

understood facts, to be “the most comprehensive plan ever proposed to reverse global 

warming.” It’s my go-to book on the problem. A two-page article every night before 

sweet dreams, and soon you are amazed at the possibilities of achieving our goal. 

Drawdown should be in every library and school in Waterloo Region and on the desks 

of the politicians at all levels of government, and why not offer courses to the public, 

using it as the text?          
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Carbon Sequestration: I am restoring the project that my husband had organized last 

fall, a roundtable discussion at the KW Library on “Partnering with Nature to Heal the 

Biosphere,” It consists of several papers and presentations on non-technological 

strategies to draw down carbon from the atmosphere. I want to bring to your attention 

the “Local Action” insert on p.18, devoted to the focus on Agriculture, in the Climate 

Action booklet. It says, “We Need Your Ideas. . . . Our community has not yet identified 

actions to support the reduction of GHG emissions in this sector. If you know of 

programs or have ideas on how to reduce GHG emissions from the agricultural sector, 

we encourage you to reach out.” Well, Michael was reaching out. Our focus is the 

removal of the existing emissions that are already responsible for a lot of global 

warming havoc on the planet, rather than just prevention of future emissions. The 

horses are already out of the barn. But with the implementation of solar panels, 

windmills, and the many successful projects that ClimateActionWR has already had, 

and which will be essential for support while and after the world ameliorates the 

atmosphere as it draws down carbon, we hope to re-establish the balance of Nature by 

sequestering carbon in the ground. Roundtable topics include soil management, 

reforestation, the use of biochar, no-till farming of crops, how plants and animals 

interact, tree planting, and so on. These approaches to emission reduction are all 

promoted in articles in Drawdown; the first paragraph in the book says, “We know we 

can’t avoid the cataclysmic impacts of global warming by only focusing on achieving 

zero net carbon emissions, we must also rapidly re-sequester carbon. The word 

sequester does not appear in “Our Progress, Our Path.” Two hundred Drawdown 

project scientists and researchers can’t be wrong. Farmers at our Elmira market know 

about these practices, which are feasible in our agricultural community here in Waterloo 

Region and surroundings, and some of which can be done in our own gardens. 

Building, even skyscrapers, with wood can sequester carbon. So can photosynthesis. 

As well, carbon-farming produces more and better food, reduces the use of pesticides 

and herbicides, and retains more water in dry locations.  

If you doubt that, please read online the New York Times Magazine article, “Can Dirt 

Save the Earth?” It’s gone viral, all over the world: good news for both carbon 

sequestration and food production.     
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My point is, use all your weapons and your soldiers. We will hold the Roundtable on a 

holistic approach to drawing down carbon on Tuesday, October 16 this coming fall. 

           

Thank you, members of ClimateAction Waterloo Region and Council, for your 

environmental leadership. We need solutions for this grave problem we face and are 

lucky to have people who step up to tackle them. Please support and implement the 

proposed goals, and let’s see if we can surpass them. I urge you to make Waterloo 

Region the greenest place in Canada.        

 



SPEAKING POINTS on delegation: Shannon Purves-Smith 

1. Greeting and personal introduction 
 

2. The challenge: to restore the equilibrium of the life cycles of the Earth 
 

3. Goals: 80% by 2050: Is it too little, too late? 
 

Mercator Carbon Clock https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-
budget.html  
 
Guardian Global Carbon Project  
https://www.google.ca/search?q=guardian+global+carbon+clock&rlz=1C1
NHXL_enCA715CA715&oq=guardian+global+carbon+clock&aqs=chrome.
0.69i59.42655j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8  
 
Sr. Scientist at Carnegie Institute, Ken Caldeira: Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Technology Review, Mar. 14, 2018 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610457/at-this-rate-its-going-to-take-
nearly-400-years-to-transform-the-energy-system/  
 
(not in speech) “Ultimately the only thing that matters: we need to cut 
carbon pollution as much as possible, as fast as 
possible.” https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-
97-per-cent/2018/mar/28/climate-scientists-debate-a-flaw-in-the-paris-
climate-agreement  
 

4. Solutions:  
 

Education 
 
Hawken, Paul, ed. Drawdown: The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever 
Proposed to Reverse Global Warming. New York, N.Y.: Penguin Books, 
2017. Print. 
 
Carbon sequestration  
 
Michael Purves-Smith’s Roundtable: “Partnering with Nature to Heal the 
Biosphere” Oct. 16, 7:00 pm – 9:00 p.m. KW Public Library 
 
Velasques-Manoff, Moises. “Can Dirt Save the Earth?” New York, N. Y.: 
New York Times, April 18, 
2018. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/magazine/dirt-save-earth-
carbon-farming-climate-change.html  
 

5. Conclusion: Choose the holistic approach and be ambitious about the goals. 
Keep up the good work.  

https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-budget.html
https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-budget.html
https://www.google.ca/search?q=guardian+global+carbon+clock&rlz=1C1NHXL_enCA715CA715&oq=guardian+global+carbon+clock&aqs=chrome.0.69i59.42655j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.ca/search?q=guardian+global+carbon+clock&rlz=1C1NHXL_enCA715CA715&oq=guardian+global+carbon+clock&aqs=chrome.0.69i59.42655j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.ca/search?q=guardian+global+carbon+clock&rlz=1C1NHXL_enCA715CA715&oq=guardian+global+carbon+clock&aqs=chrome.0.69i59.42655j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610457/at-this-rate-its-going-to-take-nearly-400-years-to-transform-the-energy-system/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610457/at-this-rate-its-going-to-take-nearly-400-years-to-transform-the-energy-system/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2018/mar/28/climate-scientists-debate-a-flaw-in-the-paris-climate-agreement
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2018/mar/28/climate-scientists-debate-a-flaw-in-the-paris-climate-agreement
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2018/mar/28/climate-scientists-debate-a-flaw-in-the-paris-climate-agreement
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/magazine/dirt-save-earth-carbon-farming-climate-change.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/magazine/dirt-save-earth-carbon-farming-climate-change.html


 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
WE, THE YOUTH OF 

Region of Waterloo Ontario 
 

endorse this Climate Report Card & call for 

immediate action to protect our future from the 

Climate Crisis. 

 
  

SCHOOL OR GROUP NAME:                                     

  

 



 

Region of Waterloo 

CLIMATE REPORT CARD 

ZERO EMISSIONS PLAN  D+ 

Rapidly reducing greenhouse gas emissions is the most 
important thing we can do to address the climate crisis .  

RENEWABLE ENERGY D- 
Clean electricity from renewable sources is typically the 
cornerstone of  any plan to eliminate greenhouse gas emissions.   

WASTE B- 
Reducing the amount of  waste we generate and recycling more 
of i t  reduces the amount of  greenhouse gases from landfil ls .  
Waste reduction is also an indirect indicator that we're 
reducing the amount of  completely new stuff we're buying.  
Production of new stuff can generate a lot  of  greenhouse gases.  

CARBON REMOVAL C 
Removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere will  reduce 
the impacts of  climate change.  

YOUTH INVOLVEMEMT None 

The youngest generation will  be most impacted by the climate 
crisis and should be involved when policies are be ing put in 
place.  A city gets a  half  grade increase if  they have youth 
involved in advising on or developing climate related policies  

 

OVERALL GRADE C- 

RATIONALE FOR GRADES 
(see the Detailed Report for specifics)  

 

ZERO EMISSIONS PLAN 50% Weighting 

Region of  Waterloo has done a  Climate Action Plan but its 
emission reduction goals are not clear.    

 

RENEWABLE ENERGY 20% Weighting 

Region of  Waterloo knows the percent of i ts electricity  that  
comes from renewable sources,  which is great as many cities do 
not.  Region of Waterloo received 10% of its energy from 
renewable sources in 2015 . This is below the Canadian average. 
Region of  Waterloo's renewable energy percentage changed by 
2 percentage point(s) from 2014 to 2015 .This  increased the 
grade 1/3 level .  

 

WASTE 20% Weighting 

Waste created per person in Region of Waterloo is staying the 
same or increasing which results in a  worse grade.  The portion 
of Region of  Waterloo's waste that  is being recycled or 
composted is  increasing which results in a better grade .  

 

CARBON REMOVAL 10% Weighting 

Region of  Waterloo has a program that  will  contribute to 
removing carbon from the atmosphere. Therefore the grade 
starts at  a C.   

 

YOUTH INVOLVEMEMT                Possible  +1/2 grade 

Region of  Waterloo does not have youth  formally involved in 
the process of  creating and executing climate related policies 
and actions.  



 

Region of Waterloo Ontario Detail 

Report 
  

1 Report Card Background 

Working from the largest contributors to greenhouse gas emissions in Canada, iMatter 

developed a Report Card based on the areas a city can impact, and data that is 
generally publicly available. An A-F grading system evaluates a city's action (or 

inaction) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to levels needed to end the climate 
crisis. 
 

Actions taken to improve Report Card grades should focus a city on the right things 
and at the right levels to make meaningful progress on the climate crisis. 

 
And because youth will have to deal with the effects of the climate crisis more than 
older generations, youth opinion matters. Youth should be involved when policies 

are being put in place, both so they have a voice, and so they can participate in local 
solutions. Youth can be partners with local government in creating the will for 

community change.  

1.1 Basis for Report Card  

Report Card grades are based on real data, the presence of programs with appropriate 

goals, and concrete actions. To determine appropriate goals, the science from pre-
eminent climate scientist, Dr. Jim Hansen, was used. 
 

Dr. Hansen, formerly of NASA, led a team that wrote a paper at the end of 2013, 
which gives a prescription for avoiding the worst consequences of climate change. His 

team makes the point that we need to keep temperatures roughly within the range of 
temperatures that led to the rise of human civilization. To do this required a reduction 
in global emissions of 6% per year starting immediately (meaning 2014/2015) and 

that we simultaneously take carbon out of the atmosphere with things like 
reforestation and better soil management. This recipe guides the Report Card grading 

system. 
 
You can find Dr. Hansen's paper here, and a non-technical summary of it here. 

1.2 Advisors 

In addition to using the leading climate science, some of the most knowledgeable 
people and organizations on community climate change initiatives have been 

consulted to develop the Report Card. The following is our list of Advisors. 
 

 David Allaway, Policy and Program Analyst, Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality 

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0081648
http://www.climateplus.info/2013/12/11/assessing-dangerous-climate-change/
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 Brian Holland, Director of Climate Programs, ICLEI – Local Governments for 
Sustainability USA 

 Paul Kroening, Supervising Environmentalist, Waste Reduction and Recycling 
Unit, Hennepin County, MN 

 Hunter Lovins, President, Natural Capitalism Solutions 

 Matt McRae, Climate and Energy Analyst, City of Eugene, Oregon 
 Eli Yewdall, Senior Program Officer, ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability 

USA 
 Martha Campbell, Sr. Associate - Communities, Rocky Mountain Institute 
 Kaitlyn Bunker, Ph.D., Associate, Rocky Mountain Institute 

 Ryan Griffin, Managing Consultant, See the Forest, LLC 
 

The Report Card has also already been endorsed by the following organizations to 
encourage its use by U.S. communities.   

 
 Project Drawdown 
 Natural Capitalism Solutions 

 Moms Clean Air Force 
 Green Schools 

2 Overall Grade for Region of Waterloo = C- 

There are five sections of the report card that are combined into an overall grade. The 
Report Card itself describes why each of these sections is important. At a high level, 

for each section, here is what is rewarded: 
 

 Zero Emissions Climate Action Plan: When the city's Climate Action Plan gets to 
net zero human emissions (by 2040 is an A, 2050 a C). 

 Renewable Energy: When the percent of renewables used to generate a city's 

electricity is more than the national average, and the percentage is rising. 
 Waste: When the amount of waste per person is decreasing and the percent of 

that waste that is recycled or composted is increasing. 
 Carbon Removal: When there is some kind of a program that will result in more 

carbon being removed from the atmosphere. 

 Youth Involvement: A bonus area that rewards a city 1/2 grade for having 
youth involved in advising on or setting climate change related policies and 

plans. 
 
The sections are combined into an overall grade. Weightings are based on the U.S. 

averages for the impact of each area on a typical community's greenhouse gas 
footprint. 

 
Grade weightings 

  Weighting 

Zero Emissions Climate Action Plan 50% 

Renewable Energy % 20% 

Waste (Generated/Recycled/Composted) 20% 

Carbon Removal 10% 

http://www.drawdown.org/
http://natcapsolutions.org/
http://www.momscleanairforce.org/
http://projectgreenschools.org/
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Youth Involvement Possible plus ½ grade 

 
Note: The "Carbon Removal" grade is slightly underweighted because much of the 
impact will likely come from areas that may be outside typical city boundaries (e.g., 

national forests, croplands, etc.) 
 

Detail on grade calculations is shown in each grade description section. You can also 
find a generic description here. 
 

3 Zero Emissions Plan: D+ 

3.1 Base Grade Rationale for Region of Waterloo 

To determine the Zero Emissions Plan grade, a base grade is determined. Then 

modifiers are applied. This section gives the rationale for Region of Waterloo's base 
grade for the Zero Emissions Plan. 

 
Rapidly reducing emissions is the most important thing we can do to address the 
climate crisis, so a Climate Action Plan that gets to net zero emissions is the most 

heavily weighted grade in the Report Card. 
 

Zero emissions, or at least net zero emissions is the goal. This means completely 
cutting a city's carbon pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. Studies have shown 
(here's one) that it is doable. By saying "net zero," it leaves a bit of practical wiggle 

room for some continued but drastically reduced emissions, as long as they're 
balanced out by natural factors that remove carbon pollution from the atmosphere 

(the Carbon Removal part of the Report Card), or possibly by purchasing a small 
amount of carbon offsets. 
 

A Climate Action Plan typically starts with understanding how much greenhouse gas 
emissions are created by a community. Figuring out how much greenhouse gases are 

created is called a Greenhouse Gas Inventory (you may also see it referred to as a 
greenhouse gas baseline). As it's the first step in creating a Climate Action Plan, the 
Report Card gives some credit for cities that have done a greenhouse gas inventory, 

even if they have not done a Climate Action Plan. 
 

  
 

Climate Action Plan information entered: 
Link to Greenhouse Gas Inventory: http://www.climateactionwr.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/CommunityGHGInventoryandForecastWaterlooRegion

_DiscussionPaper_19March2013_WEB.pdf 
Link to Climate Action Plan: http://www.climateactionwr.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2015/10/ClimateActionPlanWaterlooRegion_Full_Nov2013.pdf 

http://www.imatteryouth.org/individual-grade-calculations/
http://thesolutionsproject.org/
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3.2 Base Grade Algorithm 

This section describes the underlying algorithm for how the base grade is calculated 
for a city. 
 

1. F, Emissions are unknown, no inventory has been conducted 
2. D-, Emissions are known (or there is a Greenhouse Gas Inventory in process), 

no Climate Action Plan to reduce emissions exists 
3. D-, Emissions are unknown and no inventory has been conducted, but there is a 

Climate Action Plan in place 

4. D, Emissions are known and an Action Plan to reduce emissions exists 
5. Grades above D are based on when the plan has the community getting to 

either net zero greenhouse gas emissions or an 80% reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions: 

o Net Zero emissions grading scale 

 2025: A+ (before 2028) 
 2030: A+ (after 2027 and before 2033) 

 2035: A+ (after 2032 and before 2038) 
 2040: A (after 2037 and before 2043) 

 2045: B (after 2042 and before 2048) 
 2050: C (after 2047 and before 2053) 
 2055: C- (after 2052 and before 2058) 

o 80% reduction grading scale 
 2025: A+ (before 2028) 

 2030: A (after 2027 and before 2033) 
 2035: B (after 2032 and before 2038) 
 2040: C, (after 2037 and before 2043) 

 2045: C- (after 2042 and before 2048) 
 2050: D+ (after 2047 and before 2053) 

 2055: D (after 2052 and before 2058) 
6. Relation to Dr. Hansen's paper (see above) 

o As 6% is the average of what is needed, it is viewed as an average grade 

and set as a C. 
o Net Zero 

 Getting to net zero by 2050 is about a 6% per year reduction and 
is a C grade. 

 Net zero by 2045 is close to 8% per year and is a B. 

 Net zero by 2040 is about 9% per year and is an A. Sooner than 
2040 is an A+. 

 The concept of Net Zero allows for some small level of greenhouse 
gas emissions that are offset by other activities that remove 
carbon from the atmosphere. Therefore, for grade calculation 

purposes, Net Zero is assumed to be a 90% reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions, with the remaining 10% offset by some 

kind carbon removal program. 
o 80% Reduction 

 By 2045 is about a 5 1/2% per year reduction and is a D+. 

 By 2040 is about a 6% per year reduction and is a C grade. 
 By 2035 is about 8% per year and is a B. 
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 By 2030 is about 10-11% per year and is an A. Sooner than 2030 
is an A+. 

 It is slightly harder to get a higher grade with an 80% reduction 
than with a goal of Net Zero. 

o Given that the U.S. is the largest cumulative emitter of greenhouse gases 

(about 25% of the total), and as the US is the largest economy in the 
world, the grading system encourages city-level emissions reduction 

leadership, to get higher grades. 
 

3.3 Grade modifiers 

The following are all items that can modify the base grade. 
 
3.3.1 Goods produced outside Region of Waterloo 

Region of Waterloo's grade could be increased by 1/3 level if the Climate Action Plan 
would try to take into account goods produced outside of Region of Waterloo. Most 

inventories of greenhouse gas emissions count only emissions generated from sources 
inside a community. But by purchasing goods and services, a community's citizens 
contribute to emissions around the world, in the places where those goods or services 

are produced.  
 

Calculating emissions from goods and services produced outside the community is 
difficult and the approaches for doing so are newer and require more estimation. But 
it is good for a community and its citizens to be thinking about these emissions as 

well. Therefore a city's grade is raised by 1/3 level if this is included in their Climate 
Action Plan. 

 
This is important, because Canada is now a net importer of greenhouse gas emissions 
as is shown in the following graph (Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (2015) OECD production- and consumption-based CO2 emissions 
estimates) and discussed in detail in this document from the Canadian government. 

This means that the emissions coming from the goods and services that Canada 
consumes is greater than the emissions coming from the goods and services that 

Canada produces. This is attributed to an increase in imports from developing 
countries (such as China) that produce goods using a mix of energy sources that are 
more emissions-intensive than Canada's. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rCW4wjgrWpGoBeS-ZJhFFmIl1Vbz8hz4/view?usp=sharing
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The good news is that technological and cultural innovations are already positioning us 
for reduced consumption in a still thriving economy.  "The Sharing Economy", as has 
been coined, could greatly reduce unnecessary personal ownership.  Technology has 

enabled peer-to-peer connections in everything from sharing a car or a bike to seldom 
used tools. The National League of Cities recently published a report on how city 

government can embrace and foster the sharing economy. 
 
3.3.2 Annual Report on Climate Action Plan 

While creating an annual report is no small task, the benefits can be monumental, so 
a city's grade is increased 1/3 level if it does one.  The first of these benefits is that 

the annual report is a clear and consistent internal accountability mechanism.  It is 
not about only highlighting accomplishments, but also illustrating where things didn't 

go as planned or opportunities still exist to improve.  This level of transparency may 
not come easy, but many cities have been successful at creating annual reports and 
using them as a vehicle to engage their populations environmentally. 

 
For example, the Annual Report on the San Ramon, CA, Climate Action Plan, covered 

everything from overall emissions reductions to new development plans, to land use 
and transportation strategies. 
 

3.3.3 Climate Recovery Bylaws 
Region of Waterloo's grade could be increased by 1/3 level if the Climate Action Plan is 

turned into city bylaws. 
 
Turning a climate action plan into city bylaws shows a city's commitment to protecting 

the future of its youth, so its grade is increased by 1/3 level when such bylaws are 
passed. Eugene, Oregon is a U.S. example of a place where something like this has 

happened (in the U.S. city bylaws are referred to as ordinances). 
 

http://www.nlc.org/resource/sharing-economy
http://www.nlc.org/resource/sharing-economy
http://www.sanramon.ca.gov/plan/documents/cap2015.pdf
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Here is the press release from iMatter partner Our Children's Trust on the Eugene 
ordinance. 

 
Here is Eugene's ordinance. 
 

3.4 Sample Climate Action Plans 

There's plenty of help available for a city that wants to do an inventory. ICLEI is a 
global network of local governments dedicated to sustainability, resilience and climate 

action, with more than 1000 cities, towns, and counties around the globe. It has 
ClearPath, a web-based software solution available to communities of all sizes for the 

purpose of performing greenhouse gas inventories, forecasts and creating climate 
action plans. It is being used by hundreds of cities in the US and Canada today and is 
free to local governments. 

 
Many cities around the U.S. and Canada have Climate Action Plans. Here are some 

examples: 
 Vancouver, BC 
 Eugene, OR - note that Appendix 7 of the plan is a Greenhouse Gas Inventory. 

 Minneapolis, MN - Greenhouse gas inventory 
 Minneapolis, MN - Climate Action Plan 

 Burlington, VT – Climate Action Plan 
 The EPA website has links to many greenhouse gas inventories and climate 

action plans. 

 In the Carbonn database, affiliated with ICLEI, many cities report the targets 
for their Climate Action Plans, and sometimes their progress. 

 The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation has an 
excellent set of tools and case studies on developing a climate action plan. 

 

16 communities were recently recognized by the US White House as Climate Action 
Champions for leadership on climate change. One of the 16, Montpelier, VT, has 

launched Net Zero Montpelier in an effort to become the first carbon neutral capital 
city in the US by 2030. 

 
Measuring-Up-2015, a report by ICLEI and the World Wildlife Federation, explores 
Climate Action plans in 4 of the 34 US cities who have recently pledged to reduce 

emissions by 80% by 2050.  Here you can find case studies for Atlanta, Cincinnati, 
Minneapolis and Portland. 

4 Renewable Energy: D- 

While typically included within a city's Climate Action Plan, electricity generation 
causes a significant portion of Canada's greenhouse gas footprint and is included as a 

separate grading item. Also, it is likely that a successful transition to zero emissions 
will require electricity becoming renewable reasonably rapidly, with things like heating 

and transportation converting to emissions-free electricity over time. 

http://ourchildrenstrust.org/sites/default/files/14.07.29EugeneAdoptsClimateRecoveryOrdinance.pdf
http://ourchildrenstrust.org/sites/default/files/140721-Ordinance%20Re%20Climate%20Recovery_201407071727079119%20(1).pdf
http://www.icleicanada.org/
http://icleiusa.org/clearpath/
http://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/greenest-city-action-plan.aspx
https://www.eugene-or.gov/Archive/ViewFile/Item/80
http://www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us/sustainability/reports/sustainability_carbon
http://www.minneapolismn.gov/sustainability/climate-action-goals/climate-action-plan
https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/sites/default/files/CEDO/Sustainability/Climate%20Action%20Plan.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/local/local-examples.html
http://carbonn.org/data/
http://www.dec.ny.gov/energy/67101.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/12/03/fact-sheet-16-us-communities-recognized-climate-action-champions-leaders
http://icleiusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Measuring_Up_2015.pdf
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4.1 Renewable Base Grade 

A city's percentage of electricity that comes from renewable sources is compared to 
the national average to get a base grade. 
 

Region of Waterloo received 10% of its energy from renewable sources in 2015 and 
8% in 2014. In 2015 this differs from the national average by -54 percentage 

point(s). The grade is as follows: 
 

 D-, 5% or more below the national average (includes 5% below)  

 D, 5%-2% below the national average (includes 2% below) 
 C, 2% below to 3% over the national average (includes 3% above)  

 B, 3% to 7% above the national average 
 A, 7% or more above the national average (includes 7% above)  

  

4.2 Renewable Grade Modifier 

Region of Waterloo's renewable energy percentage changed by 2 percentage point(s) 
from 2014 to 2015.This increased the grade 1/3 level.  

 
This is the algorithm used to calculate the modifier: 

 
If a city's percentage increases by at least 0.5% year over year, the grade is 
increased 1/3 level, if it decreases by 0.5% or more year over year, the grade 

is decreased 1/3 level. If a city's percentage increases more than 2% year over 
year, it moves up a whole grade, unless it is already at A, in which case it 

moves up to A+. 
 

4.3 Renewable Energy Definition 

Renewable energy is generally defined as energy that comes from resources that are 
naturally replenished on a human timescale* such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves 
and geothermal heat. Another way of thinking about it is that renewable resources are 

not depleted though their use. For the Report Card, we use the US Energy Information 
Administration's (US EIA) classification system for defining what is renewable energy. 

They include the following in their renewable energy figures: 
 Hydroelectric Power 
 Geothermal 

 Solar 
 Wind 

 Biomass (includes biofuels, wood, waste)  
 
The source of national renewable data for Canada comes from the International 

Energy Agency.  
 

* - Note that on very long timescales (millions and millions of years, fossil fuels are 
technically replenishable. But not in any way that is useful to humanity. 

http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/#renewable
http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/#renewable
http://www.iea.org/statistics/statisticssearch/report/?country=CANADA&product=ElectricityandHeat&year=2014
http://www.iea.org/statistics/statisticssearch/report/?country=CANADA&product=ElectricityandHeat&year=2014
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4.4 Renewable Energy Data 

Renewable energy data for Region of Waterloo came from: David Roewade - 
Sustainability Specialist 

 

National renewable percentages for reference: 
2016:  2015: 63.8 

2014: 62.8 2013: 63 
2012: 62.7 2011: 62.3 

4.5 More Renewable Energy Information 

Greensburg, KS has recently achieved 100% renewable energy as part of their 
comprehensive sustainability plan and after rebuilding from an EF-5 Tornado which 
leveled 90% of the city in May 2007.  The success in Greensburg, a small farming 

town in a conservative state demonstrates that renewable generation can come to any 
community who has the will or the need to make a change.  

5 Waste: B- 

Reducing the amount of waste we generate and recycling more of it reduces the 
amount of greenhouse gases emitted from landfills.  

 
Waste reduction is also an indirect indicator that we're reducing the amount of 

completely new stuff we're buying. Buying lots of new stuff can significantly increase 
the greenhouse gases generated in the production of that stuff. This is often referred 
to as "Materials" or "Materials and Waste."  

 
Reduction of waste has three main impacts on greenhouse gases.  

1. Reduced amounts of waste in a landfill, especially food waste, reduce the 
amount of greenhouse gases (methane) given off by the landfill (Waste 

accounts for 5.9% of Canada's emissions – source: Environment and Climate 
Change Canada (2018) National Inventory Report 1990-2016: Greenhouse Gas 
Sources and Sinks in Canada.) 

2. The production and transport of the food and products (materials) we buy often 
causes emissions in other places as opposed to within the city where we live. 

For example, agriculture is responsible for 10.2% of Canada's greenhouse gas 
emissions (source: Environment and Climate Change Canada (2018) National 
Inventory Report 1990-2016: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada.) 

Less overall waste created likely would mean we are buying less stuff that 
causes greenhouse gases when it is produced and delivered to the market. 

3. More recycling typically reduces greenhouse gases, because it generally 
requires a lot less greenhouse gases to recycle materials than to create new 
materials.   

 
There are two main factors to the Waste grade: 

 

http://www.go100percent.org/cms/index.php?id=70&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=59
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1. Waste Created per person. Waste created or generated equals the waste 
disposed (in a landfill or burned) plus the waste recovered (recycled or 

composted). Higher grades are received the more this is reduced.  
2. Recovery rate: This is the percent of the total waste created that is either 

recycled or composted. It is calculated by dividing the total weight of materials 

recycled and composted by the total amount of waste generated in a year. 
Higher grades are received the more this is increased. 

 
Here is the data calculated for Region of Waterloo: 
 

 Waste Created per person (tons) in 2015: 0.3466 
 Waste Created per person (tons) in 2014: 0.34608 

 Change in Waste Created per person from 2014 to 2015: 0.15025% 
 Recovery rate in 2015: 56.5004% 

 Recovery rate in 2014: 55.1889% 
 Recovery rate change from 2014 to 2015: 1.3115 percentage points 
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Waste grades are calculated using the following table: 
 

 

Recovery Rate = Total Recycling & Composting / Total Waste Generated 
Grading is based on the percent increase or decrease in the rate (e.g. going from 10% 
recovery rate to 12% is a 2% increase.) But when 50% overall recovery rate has been 

reached, then the lowest set of grades a community can receive is column 4 (and 70% is 
column 5.) 

Waste Created per 
person 

 
Grading is based on the 
annual percent 
increase or decrease in 
the weight of waste per 
person 

1% or more 
decrease 

 

0-1% 
decrease 

 

0-1% 
increase 

 

1-3% increase 
 

 
or 

 
Greater than 

50% RR 

More than 3% 
increase 

 
or 

 
Greater than 

70% RR 

2% or more increase F D- D C- C 

0-2% increase  
(includes 0) D- D C- C B- 

0-2.5% decrease D C- C B- B 

2.5-5% decrease C- C B- B A- 

5% or more decrease C B- B A- A 

When a city reaches 70% recovery rate, if they increase their recovery rate by more than 1.5% in a year, then their 
score is increased 1/3 level (i.e. A- to A, A to A+) 

 
Region of Waterloo has a curbside recycling program, which is good. If it did not, then 

grades would be reduced by at least 1/3 level. Region of Waterloo has a curbside 
organics (composting) program so the grade from the table is increased by 1/3 level. 
 

Waste related data entered in the Report Card tool used to calculate grades: 
Total waste (tons) in 2015: 199294 

Total waste (tons) in 2014: 196572 
Population in 2015: 575000 
Population in 2014: 568000 

Recycling tons in 2015: 105722 
Recycling tons in 2014: 101606 

Composting tons in 2015: 6880 
Composting tons in 2014: 6880 

Waste data came from: waste management division, region of Waterloo, from 
City 

5.1 What some cities are doing on Waste 

More and more cities and towns are adopting aggressive zero waste initiatives. 

 Here are 10 major US cities with zero waste goals 
 Vancouver, BC's zero waste goal 

 Info about SF, NY, and some international cities with zero waste goals 
 Small cities solve big problems - a good USA Today article. 

http://waste360.com/waste-reduction/10-major-us-cities-zero-waste-goals#slide-0-field_images-203371
http://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/zero-waste.aspx
http://www.fastcoexist.com/3046428/4-cities-that-are-getting-rid-of-all-of-their-garbage
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/12/15/ozy-small-cities-solving-big-problems/20434883/
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6 Carbon Removal: C 

Removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere will reduce the impacts of climate 

change. Carbon dioxide, the most prevalent greenhouse gas, can be removed from 
the atmosphere and stored in trees, forests, plants, and soil, mostly through 
photosynthesis - the process by which carbon is stored in plants and oxygen is 

released into the atmosphere. 
 

Region of Waterloo has a program that will contribute to removing carbon from the 
atmosphere. Therefore the grade starts at a C.  As there do not appear to be metrics 

associated with the program, the grade remains at a C. If Region of Waterloo would 
add metrics to the program, and if those metrics would result in an increase in carbon 
storage capacity, even if those metrics are not specifically carbon related, then the 

grade will rise to a B. (For example, a program that measured an increase in biomass 
of trees would increase carbon storage capacity even though the metrics of the 

program was not specifically measuring carbon storage capacity.) Region of 
Waterloo's grade could be increased by 1/3 level if carbon storage capacity was 
included in the program's metrics.   

 
Program used to create this grade: Too many programs with different organizations 

6.1 Trees for carbon removal (sequestration) 

Urban forestry is a popular method of carbon sequestration within city limits.  
Maintaining a healthy tree canopy has myriad benefits in addition to reducing 

atmospheric concentrations of CO2 and positively impacting climate change. 
 
There are some terrific free tools available to cities. 

 iTree, peer-reviewed software created by the USDA Forest Service, provides urban 

forestry analysis and benefits assessment tools through a combination of tree 
inventory and use of satellite analysis. iTree provides a way to regularly count 
trees and concretely assess the benefits they provide. 

 EarthDefine is building the largest collection of high-resolution land cover 
information for the contiguous United States. This dataset currently covers over 

233 million acres and is continuously expanding. 
 
In St. Louis Park, MN, using the above two tools, the city forestry department uses a 

combination of a physical street tree inventory, biomass from LIDAR satellite images, 
and a Geographic Information System (GIS) Asset Management database for its trees.  

 
While the number of trees important, it is their overall biomass that largely 
determines their carbon removal capabilities. Policies could be put in place that set 

targets for biomass with language on carbon removal.  They could also include 
language to preserve trees in parks and redevelopment zones, and implement a more 

robust replanting policy. 
 
Atlanta, like many cities, has a formal policy requiring a permit for tree removal on 

private property, and ensuring that replanting happens. 
 

https://www.itreetools.org/
http://www.earthdefine.com/
http://www.atlantaga.gov/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=1538
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Burlington, VT has a policy for the city to plant 588 trees per year. See pages 18 
and 23 of the Burlington Climate Action Plan for more information, including a great 

description on the many benefits of effectively managing trees. 

6.2 Soil for carbon removal (sequestration) 

Here is a great article by Judith Schwartz, author or the book Cows Save the Planet 

and Other Improbable Ways of Restoring Soil to Heal the Earth that describes how 
better managing soil can play a significant role in addressing the climate crisis. 

7 Youth Involvement: None 

Region of Waterloo does not have youth formally involved in advising on, or helping to 
develop climate change related policies or plans. If youth are involved, then Region of 

Waterloo's grade would be increased by ½ level. 
 

8 Other resources for cities 

Note that all materials linked to are either publicly available and/or have been 
provided with the consent of the creating organization. 

 Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) has an excellent new Community Resource 
Guide that provides a blueprint to launch a community energy transformation. 

Additional resources from RMI include: 
o A strategy presentation supporting the climate action plan of Fort Collins, 

CO. 

o A spreadsheet of specific tactics for Fort Collins 
o This page has links to the full set of community resources available from 

Rocky Mountain Institute. 
 Redstone Strategy Group is a leading advisor to private foundations and non-

profits around the world, and created this excellent report for Menlo Spark, an 

organization looking to lead Menlo Park, CA, to climate neutrality by 2025. 
 Natural Capitalism Solutions created a Climate Protection Manual for Cities that 

takes cities through the steps needed to conduct a greenhouse gas inventory, 
create a climate action plan, and measure results. 

9 Digital version of Detailed Report 

For a digital version of this report go to http://www.imatteryouth.org/program/, find 
Region of Waterloo on the map and follow the link from the map to Region of 

Waterloo's web page. Once on the page, click on the report card icon.  

 

https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/sites/default/files/CEDO/Sustainability/Climate%20Action%20Plan.pdf
https://thefern.org/ag_insider/carbon-farming-may-figure-in-climate-mitigation/
http://www.rmi.org/
http://www.rmi.org/community_energy_guide
http://www.rmi.org/community_energy_guide
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2M6qP6huLogZ3puQzRiNzBUbTQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2M6qP6huLogOXZBVUNfRGM0TGc/view?usp=sharing
http://www.rmi.org/elab_fort_collins_transforms_energy_use
http://www.redstonestrategy.com/
http://nebula.wsimg.com/b011bb39c7b1ea7b7060c8ef9eb8e3d5?AccessKeyId=79305275324C40BDF3F5&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://www.menlospark.org/
http://natcapsolutions.org/
http://www.climatemanual.org/Cities/index.htm
http://www.imatteryouth.org/program/
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Three Teens?!? 



https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjxtOf4j6rbAhWM4IMKHeMlDDAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://wherecommunityconnects.wordpress.com/2015/09/22/prevention-prisons-popcorn-mr-howard-sapers/ken-seiling-and-mark-yantzi/&psig=AOvVaw3wh74Gw8DVjQxVrFXYhqES&ust=1527655906954217
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VERIFORM GOES 
GREEN AND SAVES 
BIG 

PG. 7 

Paul Rak, Owner of Veriform  
He installed a switch that turned off the gas-fired 
heater in the building every time a bay door was 
opened. Employees quickly got the message: 
staying comfortable meant keeping the doors 
closed when possible. “My heating bill went from 
$6,000 to $570 a month,” said Rak. 

Never has the company been more secure, said 
Rak. “If we hadn’t of done this we would not exist. 
We would be bankrupt.” 

From Toronto Star – November 28, 2015 





Delegation to Council Speaking Notes, May 29, 2018 
 
Good morning, members of the Planning and Works (P&W) Committee for the Region of 
Waterloo.  My name is Scott Morton Ninomiya.  Thank you so much for the opportunity to 
address you this morning on the important issue of local climate action.  I’m currently pursuing 
a Global Governance PhD at Balsillie School of International Affairs in Waterloo, Ontario, 
Canada.  My research and advocacy focuses on the pursuit of practical, sustainable 
alternatives to fossil fuels.  I was born and raised here in Waterloo Region, and I live in the 
Auditorium Neighbourhood with my wife Melody and three kids (who will all be teenagers on 
September 3).  Whenever I’m away from Waterloo Region, I take any opportunity to brag 
about my home community.  We like to lead the way here in Waterloo Region.  We were 
among the first communities powered by hydroelectricity, we were a world pioneer in curbside 
recycling, we helped to usher restorative approaches into the criminal justice system and we 
were on the forefront of the smartphone revolution.   
 
Now the world is facing a new challenge and we have another opportunity to lead.  
 
That challenge is to find viable alternatives to fossil fuels.  Fossil fuels power our world in 
2018: they heat my home and transport my family – probably yours too.  The global story of 
fossil fuels is a tale of great wealth, progress and development, but recent plot twists are 
revealing big holes in this story. Our dependence on fossil fuels has left us unprotected from 
volatile oil prices, created unbreathable air in many cities and caused unstable employment 
for multitudes of workers connected to fossil fuels.  Environmental destruction and climate 
disruption are further complex plot twists.  Most of humanity is not writing the world energy 
story but rather watching it all unfold: we are the energy audience.  We are the tax payers and 
the energy bill payers and increasingly, we are also the consequence payers – especially in 
the global south. My doctoral research investigates how more of us can become energy 
authors – writing practical, creative new energy stories that are more sustainable 
economically, environmentally and socially.   
 
Alas, in North America our energy story is so entrenched in fossil fuels that that it is 
difficult for us to even imagine alternative plot lines.  Fossil fuels are written between 
the lines of our infrastructure, political systems and our social culture. 
 
Like many North American communities, most of the Region’s energy currently comes from 
burning fossil fuels.  Canadians produce more tonnes of CO2 per capita than almost any 
nation on earth and there is ample evidence that the international community must act now to 
maintain a “safe operating space for humanity” – that humanity includes my kids and 
yours…(Rockström et al., 2009, Figueres et al., 2017). There is international consensus that a 
rapid transition to a low carbon economy within a few short decades is essential to maintain 
global environmental and economic integrity (Bataille et al., 2016; Carney, 2015; 
Meadowcroft, 2016). However, decades of incremental, piecemeal action at the international 
level have left an ‘ingenuity gap’ between the worsening impacts of climate change and the 
development of solutions to address those impacts (Westley et al., 2011).   The local level is 
emerging as a promising new locus of climate action (Betsill & Bulkeley, 2007; Okereke et al., 
2013). Learning how to ramp up local climate action from incremental mitigation to 
transformative, deep decarbonization shows promise as the best hope for protecting “a safe 
operating space for humanity” that Rockström describes. 
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Communities around the world are rising to the challenge of transformative climate 
action, and I want to share just two examples with you today.   
 
Malmo in Sweden presents a compelling case from which Waterloo Region can draw 
inspiration.  Malmo has a population of 307 207 (Anderson, 2014).  The city aims to become 
carbon–neutral by 2030 by relying 100% on renewable energy sources. (Anderson, 2014, p. 
16).  Malmo has been engaging its citizens on sustainability issues for over a decade, and as 
Anderson says, “The city has become synonymous with innovation, creativity, resident 
participation and sustainability” (Anderson, 2014, p. 15).  A former industrial town focused on 
ship building, Malmö has been ambitiously reinventing itself as a sustainability hub (Graham, 
2009; Johnson, Poulsen, Hansen, & Lehmann, 2011; Karrholm, 2013).  
 
A significant part of Malmo’s emerging sustainability identity is the city’s focus on fashioning 
itself into a knowledge economy and a hub of experimentation.  The premier example of this 
is Western Harbour, Europe’s first carbon neutral neighbourhood. As Anderson asserts, 
“Western Harbour has led the way in environmental planning in Malmö and the Skåne region, 
building upon lessons learned and further exploring how to develop a sustainable district. 
Newer neighbourhoods in the district (Flagghusen and Fullriggaren) aim to move 
sustainability from pilot to mainstream” (Anderson, 2014, p. 16).  Scholars around the world 
are investigating Malmo’s approaches and growing numbers contend that North American 
cities can learn from Malmo’s Eco districts.  In fact, the City of Malmo hosts thousands of 
representatives from communities all over the globe each year who participate in ‘technical 
visits’ and take lessons home (Fitzgerald, 2016). I would love to see Waterloo Region become 
a global hub like this! 
 
Boulder is another example of an ascendant city with many lessons for Waterloo Region.  The 
city is recognized as an attractive location for tech startups (Sprinkle, 2015).  In addition to its 
rising status as a business hub, Boulder has become a sustainability pioneer. According to 
the city’s ambitious climate action plan, Boulder will reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 
80 percent or more below 2005 levels by 2050. (Plan).  The Plan asserts that the city will 
“rapidly transition to an energy system and economy that is powered 100 percent or more by 
renewable clean electricity with 50 percent or more of that produced locally” (Plan).   
 
The plan also establishes a timeline for reducing local emissions: 15% by 2020; 50% by 2030; 
80%+ by 2050.  The plan articulates that “we need to change the system – not just the 
lightbulbs”, demonstrating a crucial commitment for the transformative system change that is 
required for deep decarbonization (Frantzeskaki & Tefrati, 2016).  Boulder frames the move 
toward decarbonized local energy systems in terms of economic co-benefits as well.  
According to the Plan, “Boulderites spend a combined $300 million a year on energy and 
almost all of that money leaves the community” (Boulder Climate Action Plan).  The plan is 
designed and framed around a desire to keep energy spending in the community.   
 
None of the plans that cities make can be launched fully formed across the community, 
or be simply foisted upon local small businesses as ‘the right thing to do’.   
 
Waterloo Region needs to create a bold vision and show local business people how it can be 
done locally to generate not only environmental, but also significant and long-term economic 
benefits.  Innovative ideas must be tested using transition experiments and risks must be 
mitigated for the early adoption champions who take part in those experiments.   
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One local business called Veriform stands out as an excellent example of how local SMEs 
can lead efforts to reduce carbon emissions AND grow their business at the same time.  
Veriform is a metal fabricating operation in Cambridge that has undertaken an impressive 
array of coordinated energy efficiency measure in the last ten years.  Here is a summary of 
key successes, which the company posted on their website: 
 

� Reduced annual GHG emissions by over 230 tonnes 
� Reduced annual energy costs by over $91 000 
� Achieved return on investment of 330% for top five efficiency projects 
� Realized average payback period of just over 6 months per project 

 
Significantly, most of Veriform’s energy efficiency projects were relatively small and low cost, 
but produced large dividends.  For example, the installation of a (locked) programmable 
thermostat incurred an upfront cost of only $1200 and reduced energy costs $14 000 and 
GHG emissions by 84 tonnes annually.  Veriform’s owner declares on the company website 
that, “We never expected such quick paybacks and return on investments…we have proven 
that you can increase your profitability tremendously”. He further asserts that, “Despite our 
achievements, we expect to implement even more projects in the future. We definitely are not 
finished making VeriForm a cleaner and more efficient company” (Veriform, 2017). 
 
In closing I want to reiterate that pursuing the goal of 80% CO2 emission reductions is not 
only the right thing to do environmentally and morally, but also economically and politically.  I 
see the pursuit of this ambitious 80% reduction target as an opportunity to position the 
Waterloo Region as a leading low carbon knowledge economy in Canada and the world.  By 
taking this step we can build a community in which my three teens can some day raise the 
next generation that is proud to call Waterloo Region home.   
 
Thank you. 
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To:  Chair Tom Galloway and Members of the Planning and Works Committee 

From:  Thomas Schmidt, Commissioner, Transportation and Environmental Services 

Subject: ION Vehicle and Testing Update 

 

As requested by Council on April 18, 2018, Region staff are providing this monthly update 
on ION LRT vehicles and testing status for the period April 18, 2018 to May 18, 2018.  

This update provides a status on vehicles in Waterloo and Kingston, and testing status 
on the Project.  

Waterloo Vehicles 

Bombardier has made six of their vehicles available to allow for testing to advance in 
Waterloo Region. To begin service, each vehicle must achieve Preliminary Acceptance 
Certificate and a Final Acceptance Certificate.  

To achieve a Preliminary Acceptance Certificate on any vehicle, the following needs to 
be complete:  

• Qualification Testing on Pilot Vehicles (in Kingston); 
• Vehicles are fully assembled; 
• Modifications are completed on the vehicles. Modification is the process where 

original parts installed on the vehicle, for example, a door system, during 
production does not meet the reliability requirements or other specified needs 
and is replaced with an improved part. Modifications are constantly being 
implemented to ensure reliability of the vehicle fleet; and 

Transportation and Environmental Services 

Rapid Transit 
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• Each vehicle is inspected and completes routine tests. Routine tests are done on 

every vehicle to make sure all the components of the vehicle work properly.  

To achieve a Final Acceptance Certificate on any vehicle, the following needs to be 
complete after a Preliminary Acceptance:  

• Check and Acceptance Tests; 
• 600 kilometer “burn-in” test to make sure there are no reliability issues on the 

vehicle; and 
• Finalization of documentation and safety certification 

Prior to going into service it is also necessary to install certain specialized equipment.  
As part of the Project, GrandLinq is responsible for ensuring the finished vehicle 
integrates seamlessly with the built system. On-board equipment includes radios, 
antennas and on-board systems to control gates, crossings, and traffic signals.   This 
also allows the vehicles to communicate with ION Control Centre.  With this equipment, 
ION can run at service speeds and at consistent times throughout operations. 

Bombardier has, in principle, agreed to install GrandLinq’s on-board equipment and to 
make the necessary onboard modifications to accommodate the equipment on each 
train.  Region staff continue to work with Bombardier to finalize the approach for 
installation of the specialized equipment. 

Table 1 shows the current status of vehicles in Waterloo Region.  

Kingston Vehicles 

Bombardier is currently assembling and testing Region Vehicles 508 to 514 and 501 in 
Kingston. Vehicle 501 was sent to Kingston facility to under major production upgrades 
in early 2018. Table 2 shows current status of vehicles at Bombardier’s Kingston 
Facility.    
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Table 1: Current Status of Vehicles in Waterloo Region 

Vehicle 
Number Ownership Status 

GrandLinq On-
board Equipment 

Installation 

502 
Bombardier 
owned test 

vehicle 

Vehicle is assembled. Propulsion and 
braking routine testing 100% complete. 
Modifications are ongoing. 

Vehicle used for Emergency Services 
Training and System Testing.  

Not yet installed 

503 
Bombardier 
owned test 

vehicle 

Vehicle is assembled. Propulsion and 
braking routine testing 100% complete.  
Modifications are ongoing. 

Vehicle used for System Testing. 

Not yet installed 

504 
Bombardier 
owned test 

vehicle 

Vehicle is assembled. Propulsion and 
braking routine testing 100% complete.  
Modifications are ongoing. 

Vehicle used for System Testing. 

Not yet installed 

505 
Bombardier 
owned test 

vehicle 

Vehicle is assembled. Propulsion and 
braking routine testing 100% complete.  
Modifications are ongoing. 

Vehicle used for System Testing. 

Not yet installed 

506 
Bombardier 
owned test 

vehicle 

Vehicle is assembled. Propulsion and 
braking routine testing 100% complete.  
Modifications are ongoing. 

Vehicle used for System Testing. 

Not yet installed 

507 
Bombardier 
owned test 

vehicle 

Vehicle is assembled. Propulsion and 
braking routine testing 100% complete.  
Modifications are ongoing. 

Vehicle used for System Testing. 

Not yet installed 
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Table 2: Current Status of Vehicles in Kingston  

Vehicle 
Number 

Vehicle 
Assembly 

Routine 
Testing 
Status 

Production Status and Notes 

GrandLinq 
On-board 

Equipment 
Installation 

501 

Vehicle was 
partially 
disassembled and 
is in process of 
modifications 

Not yet 
started 

• Anticipated to be complete by June 8 
• Target inspection week of June 11, 2018 

Not yet 
installed 

508 Complete and 
inspected 93% 

• Inspection complete (April 23, 2018) 
• Undergoing modifications  

Not yet 
installed 

509 Complete and 
inspected 93% 

• Inspection complete (May 17, 2018) 
• Undergoing modifications 

Not yet 
installed 

510 Complete and 
inspected 93% • Inspection complete (May 8, 2018) 

• Undergoing modifications 
Not yet 
installed 

511 Complete and 
inspected  

93% • Inspection complete (May 10, 2018) 
• Undergoing modifications 

Not yet 
installed 

512 
Complete 
Inspection in 
progress 

76% 
• Testing in progress  
• Inspection in progress  
• Testing and inspection to be complete by May 24, 2018 

Not yet 
installed 

513 Complete 
Inspection pending 7% 

• Testing in progress, to be complete by May 25, 2018 
• Target inspection week of May 28, 2018  

Not yet 
installed 

514 

Under assembly, 
Approximately 
95% complete 
 

Not yet 
started 

• Currently at interior fitting 
• Anticipated to be complete assembly and testing by June 1, 

2018 
• Target inspection week of June 4, 2018 

Not yet 
installed 
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Testing Status 

To get to revenue service, a significant amount of testing needs to be completed by 
Bombardier and GrandLinq.  

Bombardier is completing qualification testing on pilot vehicles in Kingston. In addition, 
Bombardier is doing some additional qualification testing in the Region. These tests are 
to show the vehicle performs correctly to the specifications.   

At the same time, GrandLinq is completing System Integration Testing in Waterloo. 
System Integration Testing is where both the built infrastructure and the vehicle are 
checked to make sure they work together. GrandLinq is also completing rework 
activities during this time.  

Table 4: Testing Status 

Location Test Status Notes 

Kingston Bombardier 
Qualification 

On 
going 

Single vehicle testing complete, multi (coupled) 
vehicle testing is ongoing.  

Waterloo 

Bombardier 
Qualification 

On 
going 

Propulsion and Brake testing on a grade 
ongoing in May.  

GrandLinq 
System 

Integration 

On 
going 

Pantograph, crossing warning systems, and high 
speed testing ongoing in May.  

Vehicle  
Burn-in 

Not 
started 

Planned to be started once reliability 
modifications are completed on vehicles. 

Simulation / 
Demonstration 

Not 
started 

System is run as if it was in service, but will not 
be picking up passengers.  

Last step in test process, all other tests need to 
be completed first.  
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